Synopsys and Intel Collaborate to Enable 14-nm Tri-Gate
Design Platform for Use by Customers of Intel Custom
Foundry
Extends Production-Proven 22-nm Design Enablement to 14-nm for Cloud Infrastructure and Mobile Market
Segments
MOUNTAIN VIEW and SANTA CLARA, Calif., June 3, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -Highlights:
Galaxy Design Platform enablement for Intel's second-generation Tri-Gate technology delivers optimized
14-nanometer (nm) results
DesignWare Memory Compilers tuned for 14-nm offer high performance and low power profile
Silicon-proven 22-nm Tri-Gate tool and IP enablement extended to Intel's 14-nm process
Synopsys, Inc. (Nasdaq: SNPS), a global leader providing software, IP and services used to accelerate
innovation in chips and electronic systems, and Intel Corporation (Nasdaq: INTC), a world leader in computing
innovation, today announced broad SoC design enablement for Intel's 14-nm Tri-Gate process technology for
use by customers of Intel Custom Foundry. The Intel Custom Foundry 14-nm design platform supports
Synopsys' industry-leading Galaxy™ Design Platform tools and RTL-to-GDSII methodology, high-performance
DesignWare® Memory Compiler intellectual property (IP), and advanced interface IP. Extending the companies'
production-proven design enablement for Intel's 22-nm foundry process design platform, the design tools and
IP are now ready for Intel's 14-nm foundry process technology.
Intel's Tri-Gate technology is a proprietary 3D transistor technology with the
gate surrounding the channel on all three sides of the transistor. It provides
designers with dramatic performance, power and area benefits for their
products vs. previous generations of transistors. Intel's collaboration with
Synopsys on 14-nm and 22-nm on the Intel Custom Foundry design platform
allows designers to take advantage of Intel's Tri-Gate technologies for cloud
infrastructure and mobile applications.
The comprehensive suite of Galaxy Design Platform tools enabling the Intel
Custom Foundry design platform include: Design Compiler® and IC Compiler™
synthesis, place and route, PrimeTime® static timing, IC Validator physical
verification, HSPICE ® and CustomSim™ circuit simulation, StarRC™ extraction and Galaxy Custom Designer®
layout. The Galaxy Design Platform provides a holistic solution in tightly integrated tool chains, enabling a
seamless flow. Intel and Synopsys collaborated closely in developing this enablement to ensure that the tools
meet the challenging Tri-Gate requirements and model the complexities involved. This includes HSPICE
supporting new device and statistical modeling; enhanced StarRC extraction modeling; and support for complex
new routing rules, along with enhanced variation-aware post-route optimization, in IC Compiler for these
advanced nodes.
Synopsys and Intel have worked together at 22-nm to deliver silicon-proven advanced IP, including DesignWare
Memory Compilers and DDR3/2 PHYs, optimized for Intel's unique Tri-Gate process. These were the industry's
first commercially available IP on Tri-Gate process technology. The most recent collaboration expands to Intel
Custom Foundry's 14-nm Tri-Gate technology by providing tuned DesignWare Memory Compilers that offer very
high performance while still keeping a low power profile.
"The combination of Intel's 14-nm Tri-Gate process technology and Synopsys tools, memory and interface IP
enables designers to create industry-leading SoCs for their target markets," said Ali Farhang, vice president,
Design and Enablement Services, Intel Custom Foundry. "By building on our successful collaboration on Intel's
22-nm design platform, we have been able to seamlessly extend the solution to our 14-nm process
technology."
"Early experience and proven success with Tri-Gate technology have allowed Synopsys to deliver tools and IP
that enable designers to take full advantage of the capabilities of this advanced technology," said Antun Domic,
executive vice president, Design Group at Synopsys. "Intel Custom Foundry customers can now benefit from
our collaboration with Intel to deliver comprehensive tool and IP design enablement at both 22-nm and 14-nm
technologies."
To learn more about Synopsys design tool and IP solutions, please visit Synopsys at the Design Automation

Conference in San Francisco, CA (booth #1133) or www.synopsys.com.
Availability
Support for Synopsys Galaxy Design Platform is available today for Intel Custom Foundry 22-nm and 14-nm
process technologies. DesignWare Memory Compilers and DDR3/2 PHYs are also available today. For more
information about Intel 22-nm and
14-nm Custom Foundry process technology and design enablement, contact Chuck Mulloy
(cmulloy@intel.com).
About Intel
Intel (NASDAQ: INTC) is a world leader in computing innovation. The company designs and builds the essential
technologies that serve as the foundation for the world's computing devices. Additional information about Intel
is available at newsroom.intel.com and blogs.intel.com.
About Synopsys

Synopsys, Inc. (Nasdaq: SNPS) accelerates innovation in the global electronics market. As a leader in electronic
design automation (EDA) and semiconductor IP, Synopsys delivers software, IP and services to help engineers
address their design, verification, system and manufacturing challenges. Since 1986, engineers around the
world have been using Synopsys technology to design and create billions of chips and systems. Learn more at
http://www.synopsys.com.
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